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What academics want
• To be read
• To be visible
• To be cited
• To make a difference
• To contribute to a body of knowledge
• To influence
• To communicate with others
• To matter



And academics in developing countries

want to be producers of knowledge 
not 

simply consumers of knowledge



Books produced

Worldmapper 2005 figures



2008 Africa study
• A recent study “Opening Access to Knowledge in 

Southern African Universities” found
• 54% state that research from the Southern African region is not available
• Of those who say it is available, 90% indicate that it is not readily accessible
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Constraints to date
• The dissemination of academics’ knowledge 

is out of their hands
• Only certain kinds of knowledge and 

knowledge sharing is validated
• It has been difficult until quite recently to 

take control of the knowledge sharing 
process

• The full potential has not fully been 
recognised

• Universities have generally not taken the 
issue on systemically



Some current trends



Everything must be electronic 

• Content may still be used in different formats 
(many scholars find articles online and then 
print them locally) and on different devices 
(iPods, handheld readers, mobiles), but 
increasingly it must be at least discoverable 
online to reach readers. 





New models of dissemination 
• Traditional publishing, communication and 

dissemination models being challenged and 
supplemented

• A continuum of dissemination models 
envisaged and supported
– From subscription-based to self publishing

• Universities are increasingly getting directly 
involved 
– developing broad strategies moving beyond 

presses & journal lists



Blurring of boundaries between formal 
& informal communication

• Formal scholarly communication- selection, 
editing, printing and distribution of author 
content by an intermediary (preferably one 
with some name recognition)

• Informal communication enabled by ICTs-
sharing of working papers, reports etc

• Blurred spaces in between
• Repositories show all output





New content forms

• Multimedia & multi-format delivery 
increasingly important
– Audio , video and images increasingly part of 

datasets and output
– Will be relevant when SA has more bandwidth
– Infrastructure should support multimedia



Prototype of new scholarly article
http://beta.cell.com/

Cell Press and Elsevier have launched a project called Article of the Future that is 
an ongoing collaboration with the scientific community to redefine how the 
scientific article is presented online. The project's goal is to take full advantage of 
online capabilities, allowing readers individualized entry points and routes 
through the content, while using the latest advances in visualization techniques. 
We have developed prototypes for two articles from Cell to demonstrate initial 
concepts and get feedback from the scientific community. 





New forms of scholarly communication 
& resources

Study of “original and scholarly works,” those 
resources containing born-digital content by 
and for a scholarly audience”

E-only journals (numerous, all disciplines)
Reviews (several humanities egs)
Preprints and working papers  (all disciplines)
Encyclopaedias, dictionaries, and annotated & content
Data (sciences)
Blogs & wikis (controlled informal communication)
Discussion forums (archived discussions)
Professional and scholarly hubs (digital portals)



Some examples











Scholars will rely on integrated 
electronic environments 

Layered, interlinked platforms containing a wide variety of 
content – from fee-based to free – including: 

traditional peer-reviewed published material (monographs, journals, 
reference works) 
multimedia projects 
raw primary source material (data sets, gray literature) 
primary source material designed with the interpretative and 
conceptual insights of scholars 
conference proceedings and other non-peer-reviewed output from 
universities 
pre-print workspaces that allow scholars to collaborate in advance 
of publication (working paper repositories) 
post-print conversation spaces that encourage scholarly 
communication (message boards, author sites, newsletters, blogs ) 
dissertation repositories 
subject matter repositories 



Some observations

• Examples in all disciplines
• Scholarly traditions such peer-review, 

citation metrics etc remain essential
• Often niche audiences, but not marginal
• Innovation and blurring re resource types
• Importance of hyperlinks and tags
• Sharing scholarly work at multiple stages of 

development is universal. Most scholars are 
inherently “social” (Harley 2008)

• Universities taking control





The bottom line

If it is not online it does not exist



and

• Change of mindset
• If you don’t tell people they don’t know
• No false modesty
• It is not crass marketing
• Not just the output that is online - it is also the 

scholarly community- are you?



What is possible:
less effort

• A website with a list of all output
• Copies on personal web sites and 

appropriate repositories off all output from 
journals listed on sherpa romeo website

• Copies of penultimate versions











What is possible:
more effort

• Develop an online presence
• Become part of online communities
• Use social software











What is to be done?

• Lobby to change and expand the system
• Get informed
• Get involved with the open access debates
• Take control
• Exploit the many opportunities to share the 

knowledge that is produced



The last word

From the heart of the 
academic world

The HSRC Press distributes books in 11 
countries but has 

online readers in 184 countries.

Online titles are visited 22.5 times 
more than copies bought



Thank you

Laura Czerniewicz

Laura.czerniewicz@uct.ac.za
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